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Lojbaa and Streem of GcosdousDess Writing
Jy Darid C. Jbrrar

Stream of consciousness, or subjective
writing, was developed by Jbyce, Proust,
Ubolf, Fauliner, and others to ocnvey a char-
acter's isnediate ayaj-ungag and mgpfol activi-
ties (an "interior ncnolog*) . Leon BJel, *ho
tens works using it Tbdern Psy<±cabgical
Hovels," lists four salient elements.

Each work or section of a work takes the
ocosistent viewpoint of a single character.
The reader oust pnzzle cut ufaat is happening
from tie character's interior monolog. Time
moves aT*<fr'T*7 to tb*? ^5yrlai^ir*M of the
character's thoughts apd memories rather than
a a simple i-?™""- flow. Finally, although au-
thors using this mode are realists, these very
devices force them to be symbolists in order
to create the -imirp^rim of being alive.

It is the second and fourth elements that
present problems for author and reader. Part
of the difficulty is that persons whose back-
ground. enables them to enjoy piecing together
the subtle but objective clues of mystery nov-
els may not be so adept at empathising with
other's feelings or seeing the clues that re-
veal them. About that the writer can do lit-
tle but keep following {or decide not to fol-
low) his or her artistic bent.

ties even for persons who enjoy them that
their creators say not have foreseen. It is
hard enough to show the thoughts of individu-
als contemporary to a reader; when a novel has
hpcna? ncocontenporary, like those of the
writers mentioned above, or is about an ear-
lier time (consider MdOnlay Kantor's ander^
soaville. written in the 1950's and intended
to represent the Tgr*io|ign<a5s of participants
in the War Between the States) the difficulty
is •JTv*rg3sgd.

?»"'« is because, for example, few modern
persons depend on horses for transportation
and so most lack the associations with *jym or
the knowledge of their behavior that most have
been cannon to people at and before the turn
of the Twentieth Century. The sane might ap-
ply to candles or to certain foods. Again,
tie little sidelines of style and fashion, the
political and g<yi:iil quirks and ffwi**1* of a
time, like ip'^jrajMcql localisms, would fig-
ure large in the mind of a participant yet

footnotes.
Even if a storyteller can discover and

work there into a character's mind, tbey may
require as much explanation as unfamiliar ele-
ments in an old text. During the 1982 and
1986 episodes of murder by poisoned Tylenol
capsules, offering someone — stranger, boss,

spouse — that medicine carried a host of spe-
cial if temporary meanings. To one not alive
then, the unexplained appearance of such an
incident in a story set in those years would
be puzzling.

The <5arnf> thing oust apply even to ordinary
narrative writing about members of another
culture; the readers may not be as familiar
with that life-way as the author. This often
forces the artist to employ what axe supposed
to be 'vw""n h"fna" traits, such as romantic
love, that may not be cannon at all; Classical
cultures regarded romantic love as a form of
lunacy.

Historical writers, who are nearly always
depicting foreign cultures even when their
setting is the recognizable antecedent of the
readers' own, generally ccranit such anachro- '
nisas. Often they make their story accessible
by depicting "progressive'' characters in re-
bellion against their culture. That device is
an afyy^^rgr's|n in HIUS^ cases, gifiro tolerance
even of one's own nonconformity is largely a

-Modern Tfestern value;
Subjective writing might serve better in

depicting social changes. Cne might wish to
shew why history, took this turn once and an-
other when a "Ufa* situation again arose, or to
examine through tie eyes of characters, who
likely Jtt4 not •fot'ood :H>orr ar-Hrng' present
results, n° **r ig^^ of s^m^ Tt"7 1 * *̂* |P"1 *^T or
religious idea, in example of this last might
be scmeone who realized Oat human saryifjep
does not necessarily make the crops grow or
that paternity is part of reproduction.

Such persons' concepts and motives would
<fri tfttf so vastly from ours that even were an
author to reconstruct H)gir mngr'jf«^<in<a«s with
a degree of accuracy, the story value would be
lost because it mold be difficult for readers
to untangle than without corresponding schol-
arship. Unless, that is, there were atsn seme
such way of clarifying •Bygm as anchoring de-
scription in physical reality as we know it.

Dben a character in a subjective narrative
la^jgi knowledge or igifiH'^^^vKTij the author "
may juxtapose seme other person's viewpoint or
even an omniscient one. Faulkner used both to
clarify his retarded character Benjy's inno-

provided an entire volume of his Qoarte^ with
the aifriscipnt viewpoint on one character.

This would not be enough in many cases.
If the characters have very primitive ideas,
believing, say, that the sun is a beetle or
that there is no natural death but that every-
one always dies of injury or sormiy, then
much of t^mr tMniring — the internal monolog
comprising the story narrative — would'seem
ridiculous or psychotic if not incomprebensi-



file. In this case it. would not help to play
one character's cxnsciousness off against an-
other's, since they wculd all share the same
•̂ t̂ .BĤ i'Tis gvn if their intellects differed*
ff*> iia* of a deliberate armory?""3* Mould only
wca* for current readers, even when dealing

^ ' c j v i r T s ? ooijocty ^?*
knew with what values or types future readers
will identify. Only objective. narrative of
sane type will enable one to mate such a tale
both universal and particular.

This is where tojban can be useful. A
writer could use a natural language to con-
struct a Symbolic flow. Of. '"l>y!P*?' *̂
longing to the characters,, filled with veriCi-
ablo apij if tl*;>'>WMi -TmaiTw i*[e>fiexrt?ir..,_. _.,, ,....̂ .̂z jlimamm elements, m-
pressios, feelings, and motives. Linguistic

.devices can biased, and purely idiosyncratic
character traits developed within a strange
conceptual frame.

lb clarify what is objectively happening:
or convey mpam'ngs of invented symbols and
transitory elements without interrupting the
story's dramatic movement, and do so in a way
that Dill (we hope) reaain accessible to fu-
ture -reaAef* «•- —^-•'—- - ~ oddr

,
even in sane cases tie dialog of

rs whose interior ,mcwilcffiiii -- : -

or whatever,
** ather be given in separate
**^' -* interspersed with the-

of characters' awaraiess
only WMM this provide lie readers an

the characters' mods to
~ •.

•*WM* ̂tteir minds, finally,
'

.anachronisas or intrusicos
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